Abstract-We present the results of two controlled studies comparing layered surface visualizations under various texture conditions. The task was to estimate surface normals, measured by accuracy of a hand-set surface normal probe. A single surface visualization was compared with the two-surfaces case under conditions of no texture and with projected grid textures. Variations in relative texture spacing on top and bottom surfaces were compared, as well as opacity of the top surface. Significant improvements are found for the textured cases over non-textured surfaces. Either larger or thinner top-surface textures, and lower top surface opacities are shown to give less bottom surface error. Top surface error appears to be highly resilient to changes in texture. Given the results we also present an example of how appropriate textures might be useful in volume visualization.
INTRODUCTION
Layered surface visualization is an important but difficult perceptual problem. It has many uses, including visualizing tissue layers in medical visualization, geological layers, or isosurfaces in technical illustration. However, visualizing layered surfaces is difficult because the layers tend to visually interact. A simple example is opacity; a fully opaque top surface is clearly visible but makes seeing the bottom surface impossible, while a fully transparent top has the opposite effect. Some balance must therefore be found to achieve a visualization that optimally shows relevant characteristics such as overall structure or specific features. Surface texture is a key factor that has been shown to be useful.
To our knowledge, the only work that has studied stylistic aspects of layered surface texturing is a series of studies by the authors and C. Ware [2, 3, 11, 12, 13] . These studies showed, among other things, that bright surfaces and bigger textures on the top surface might be better for layered surfaces. We continue this research here using two controlled perceptual studies to investigate texture spacing and opacity variables.
BACKGROUND
Perceptual research has shown that humans use a variety of visual cues to extract 3D shape from an image. These include shading and occluding contours [24] , motion [21] , stereo, lines and texture. In line drawings, studies have shown that both adults [8] and infants [5] search for line junctions in an image, and combine these to derive a 3D shape. Work has been done to catalogue various line junctions and possible interpretations [4] . Some evidence suggests that line direction, when drawn as a surface contour is interpreted as being a geodesic, or line of curvature [20] . However, ample evidence exists that humans can perceive shape from other lines, such as contour patterns [28] , using a parallelism assumption. Under the assumption of isotropic textures, visual shape cues include compression, size gradient, density gradient, compression gradient, and perspective convergence [25] . However, evidence exists that humans can derive information from anisotropic and inhomogeneous textures [29] .
Considerable research has already been done to find optimal visualizations for single surfaces. Surface shape judgments are improved by occluding contours [23] , an oblique viewing angle [26] , and motion cues and stereo [31] . Numerous studies have all shown that applying certain types of texture to a surface is better than simply shading the surface for direction or curvature judgments [7, 19, 26, 27] . Interrante and Kim [15] showed that both principaldirection texture and uniform direction texture seem to be better than random and non-surface-dependent textures for showing shape of a surface. Later, Interrante et al. [14] showed that principal-direction textures seem better than uniform textures, although the results include a viewing angle from directly above, a direction from which a uniform texture gives no information from surface contours.
Results from other studies suggest that two-directional textures outperform one-directional textures in many cases [18, 19, 26] .
For layered surfaces with two layers, Interrante et al. [16] showed that including opaque texture elements on the top surface significantly improves the accuracy of shortest-distance judgments. Black and Rosenholtz [6] present a successful shape-from-texture algorithm for occluded textures, but do not look at simultaneous processing of two textured shapes.
Stylistic aspects of texture such as color, size, opacity, shape and randomness are extensively used in data visualization to encode variables. Research has also been done on the effects of these variables in 2D visualizations [1, 22, 30] . In related research, Interrante and Grosch [17] found that color contrasts were not sufficient to depict overlapping streamlines under non-stereo viewing. This is similar to results found in the studies by House et al. [3, 12, 13] , in which hue was not a significant factor in layered surface tasks.
EXPERIMENT ONE
In our first experiment we sought to answer the following questions. How does layering of two surfaces affect the amount of shape information that can be shown for terrain surfaces? How do welltextured layered surfaces compare to un-textured ones? Finally, how does spacing of the textures affect the quality? Figure 1 shows a typical surface used in our studies. The surfaces were height fields constructed from Gabor bumps [6] to give a terrain-like feel. The surfaces were displayed full screen at a distance of 85cm from the subject, on monitors 48 cm wide and 30 cm high, with a screen resolution of 3840 x 2400. The surface construction algorithm drew 100 bumps on each surface, randomizing position, [32] as shown in Fig. 1 , and rocked to provide motion cues to depth. The camera positions and field of view were adjusted to make the leading edge of the top surface appear to have the same depth as the physical monitor. At these settings, the upper and lower surfaces would appear to have a vertical separation of about 5cm, with maximum height variations of around 4cm. Subjects were given the task of manipulating a direction probe to align it with the perceived surface normal at a given point on either the top or bottom surface. Figure 2 shows the probe, which is of a new, unpublished design by Colin Ware. The probe consists of a fully three-dimensional cylindrical pole with an applied stripe texture, topped by a torus that is at right angles to the pole. The ellipse of the projected torus helps show the probe direction with minimal occlusion of both the cylinder and underlying surface. The torus is at the top of the cylinder because if it were at the bottom, occlusion with the surface would give additional shape information. Finally, the stripes mirror the torus direction as well as providing high-frequency texture to aid stereovision. The probe is rendered with the same lighting and shading as the surface. Thus, probe visual orientation cues come from the shape, shading and foreshortening of the texture stripes. This design makes the probe direction much clearer than the simple line probes used in previous research [15] , and does not require a separate enlarged view of the probe [26] . Measured errors should be primarily due to errors in surface direction estimation rather than probe direction estimation, however, we have not done a controlled evaluation of this design verify this.
Experimental Setup
• Alethea
Fig. 2. Gabor surface and probe
Subjects were first trained to manipulate the probes while being shown the correct normal, and a color-coding system indicating their current angular error. Next, subjects were given a series of 'practice' probes in which they aligned the probe to the best of their ability, and then only later were shown the correct normal and their angular error. Figure. 3 shows zoomed in views of the setup used for the training phase. During the actual experiment, subjects were not shown their errors. All training was done on a single surface to avoid bias in training. There were 14 subjects, (11 students and 3 faculty, 6 female and 8 male), from the Texas A&M Visualization Laboratory. Subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and were tested for stereovision on our equipment and color-blindness. All subjects had significant experience in visualization, and previous familiarity with the concept of surface normals. However, most were naïve to the purpose of the experiment.
Fixed Texture Parameters
Following guidelines strongly suggested by previous research [3, 13, 26] , textures were chosen to be uniform grids with high luminance. Although a previous study found that bottom surface textures should be subtler for a target-finding task [3] , our preliminary tests showed that these subtle textures did not work well for the task of orienting normal probes. Presumably, subtle bottom surface textures are better for a task that simply requires recognizing the presence or absence of bumps because shading information is sufficient to distinguish a symmetric bump from a noisy background. Also, a subtle texture on the bottom reduces texture interference while still helping to distinguish the two surfaces. However, in the case of a probealignment task, subtle textures on the bottom did not prove adequate, so color, value and saturation were made equal on both top and bottom surfaces. Top surface texture backgrounds were given 50% opacity so that approximately the same pixel intensity contribution was made by each surface. The grid lines were made opaque to give high texture contrast between the lines and holes. Grid spacing was chosen to be smaller than the smallest surface feature size, but big enough to be easily recognized as a grid. The three spacings chosen had 100, 140 or 180 grid lines along a surface edge, which roughly correspond to a grid spacing of 0.6, 0.4 and 0.3 cm seen at 85cm. The top surface texture was rotated 45°relative to the bottom texture to minimize Moire patterns from near-parallel lines. Finally, hues were chosen giving a red top surface, blue bottom surface and green probe. This was solely for aesthetic reasons, since House et al. [13] showed that choice of surface hue is unlikely to affect surface shape perception. Color cues probably do not help significantly when the much stronger cues of shading, stereo and motion are present. However, since color can be preattentively processed, it probably helps significantly in conditions like printed media where other depth cues are lacking.
Texture styles
Six different texture cases were used. They are shown in Fig. 4 , with larger versions in Fig. 15 . The (0) case is a single surface with a grid texture. This gives a base-line for minimum subject error. (1) is the no-texture case. (2) has equal spaced grids on top and bottom surfaces, (3) has a small top grid with a large bottom grid, and (4) has a large top grid and a small bottom grid. All of the grid lines are drawn fully opaque, and in (2), (3) and (4) they are drawn at a width to provide 50% average opacity on the top surface. (5) was constructed from equal spaced grids on top and bottom, but with thinner lines on top and a translucent background between lines. The width of the thin lines was set to provided an average of 25% opacity, and the background transparency to give another 25%, making the total average opacity again 50% Each subject was presented with a total of 240 probes; 40 total probes for each of the 6 texture types, with half of the probes on the top surface, and half on the bottom. The experiment was divided into 5 sets, with a random ordering of textures and top/bottom probes within each set to minimize learning and fatigue effects. The surfaces were generated randomly, and each probe was placed randomly on the surface. 
Questionnaire
After the experiment, subjects were asked to order the 5 layered texture cases according to how 'attractive' they found each visualization. This was asked because a visualization that subjects find dreadfully ugly may not be useful even if by perceptual measures it works fine. Subjects were also asked to order their estimated 'performance on the task' for each visualization. Some subjects admitted they had trouble separating these two qualities, but most answered differently for 'attractiveness' and 'performance'.
RESULTS
Probe error rates were analyzed using a two-way analysis of variance measuring the effects of texture type and subject. Figures 5-7 show multi-comparison plots with a controlled family-wise error rate of =0.05 showing each texture type and corresponding errors. Error is measured as degrees of angle between the probe direction and the correct normal direction. Line lengths show the 95% confidence intervals for each texture style, so lines that do not overlap can be considered significantly different, according to Tukey's honestly significant difference (hsd) test. Color variation and the dashed lines are included for clarity Red lines are all texture styles that are significantly different from the selected blue line. From Fig. 5 it is clear that there is a significant difference [df=5, F=180, p=0] in error between the single-surface case (0) the un-textured layered case (1) and the grid-textured layered cases (2) (3) (4) (5) . Looking at a single surface alone gives a relatively low error average of 9.33°. Although the textured layered surfaces have higher errors (12.4°, 11.7°, 11.2°and 11.1°), the best case was the thin lines (5) with an average error only 1.8°worse, or about 20% more error than for a single surface. It is also clear that the no-texture case (1) is by far the worst, with an average error of 22.1°. Simply guessing straight up for every probe would give an average error of 25.6°. Next, we compared error rates for the four layered, grid-textured cases on top and bottom surfaces separately. Figure 6 shows no significant differences [df=3, F=1.1, p=0.34] between the grid styles for top surface error. However, Fig. 7 shows that (2) is significantly worse than both (4) and (5), while (5) is significantly better than both (1) and (2) [df=3, F=5.5. p=0.001]. The texture-subject interaction term was significant; several subjects performed better under the equal-grids or small-top grid conditions, but overall (4) and (5) are better. It seems that equally spaced grids with equal line widths make it most difficult to see the bottom surface.
We have two possible interpretations for these results. The first is a global argument, and the second a more local one. The global argument is that having grids with different spatial frequencies makes it easier for the human visual system to separate the visual signals across the two surfaces. The top and bottom frequency spectra in (5) are also different because the thin lines on the top surface add more high frequencies. Our second, local argument involves line junctions. As discussed earlier, humans use line junctions for reconstructing 3D shape from line drawings. But with equal grid spacing, as in (2), most of the bottom surface line junctions are at least partially occluded by the top grid. The same is true in (3), but the thicker bottom lines allow easier interpolation of the grid lines, so that junctions can be inferred. On the other hand, both (4) and (5) have larger openings in the top grid because of grid spacing and line width respectively. Consequently, at least one line junction is visible through every opening, improving the ability to extract 3D shape.
Interestingly enough, although subjects were told to try to keep a consistent pace while aligning the probes, time spent on probes mirrors the error rates. This effect is apparent in Fig. 8 [df=5, F=5 .9, p=0.00002]. Although the effects were not as extreme, this does support the findings based on error-rates; it seems that subjects tended to spend more time and perform poorly on some of the visualizations. Unlike error, however, times for top and bottom surfaces were quite similar, and so are not shown separately. The results for the post-experiment questionnaire are shown in Fig. 9 . Results for all 14 subjects were summed with a 'Best' answer being +2, 'Better' being +1, 'Average' being 0, 'Worse' being -1 and 'Worst' begin -2. This makes +28 and -28 the best and worst possible scores. Clearly the subjects' beliefs about how well they could perform the tasks mirror their actual results. The top half of Fig. 9 shows performance ratings. Every subject rated the untextured case as 'Worst', and most thought that (4) and (5) were best. The subjective 'beauty' results shown in the bottom half of Fig. 9 strengthen the argument for using texture types of (4) or (5) as well. One goal of visualization is to be attractive; subjects are more likely to use a visualization technique if they find it attractive to look at. 
EXPERIMENT TWO
In our next experiment we investigated how variations in the opacity of the top surface affect error rates on the top and bottom surfaces. Opacity was varied between 30% and 70% on the top surface, with 5 levels. Grids were drawn with a combination of the (4) and (5) styles from the previous experiment. We hypothesized based on the results from the first experiment that thin lines and larger grid spacing on the top surface made it easier to see and interpolate line junctions on the bottom. Therefore the grids for experiment 2 were drawn with the larger spacing but with thin lines and a translucent background. Both line width and background opacity were varied to create the 30%, 40%, 50%, 60% and 70% opacities shown in Fig. 10 . Close-ups of these are shown in Fig. 16 . Seven subjects ran this experiment (3 female, 4 male, 1 professor, 6 students). Three of these subjects had participated in the previous experiment. Conditions and training were like those of the first experiment. Each subject ran 200 total probes giving 20 probes each for both top and bottom surfaces for each of the 5 opacity levels. Results are shown in Figs. 11-13 . Surprisingly, our results show almost no significant differences between the various opacities. Figure 11 shows average error for both top and bottom surfaces, with no significant effect [df=4, F=0.9, p=0.46]. Figure 12 shows a general trend toward higher bottom error with higher top surface opacity [df=4, F=2.7, p=0.03]. This we would expect. On the other hand, accuracy on the top surface, in Fig.  13 , did not vary significantly with opacity [df=4, F=1.3, p=0.28]. This is surprising, but it fits with our results for experiment 1, in which top surface errors had no significant variation with texture spacing. We think that perhaps seeing the top surface is generally the easier task, as it does not require estimating surface shape from behind occluding objects. Also, the grid seems to work very well for showing the top surface shape even with very little opacity.
FOLLOW UP EXPERIMENT
We were curious to see if our hypothesis that a combination of larger top grid and thinner top lines would work better than changing grid spacing and line width individually. A small experiment was run identical in setup to the first two experiments, comparing (4) and (5) from the first experiment with the 50% opacity case from the second experiment. 4 subjects ran the experiment (3 male, 1 female, 1 professor, 3 students), though 3 had participated in both previous experiments, so only one subject was truly naïve to the purpose of the study. Possibly due to the small number of subjects, no significant differences were found in either error or time differences between the three textures styles on either top or bottom surfaces. However, as suspected, the trend on the bottom surface was for the thin lines to perform better than the larger grid spacing, and the combination of the two performed the best. Also, although still not significant, the trend on the top surface was the opposite. The combined thin lines, large spacing grid performed worst on average, while the large spacing grid performed the best. Again, time spent correlated strongly with error rate. Although no significant results were found, this seems to demonstrate the balancing act required to show both surfaces clearly, with equally spaced grids and thin top lines being (arguably) the best solution.
DISCUSSION
The most simple, clear result from our experiments is that wellchosen textures give far better results for surface shape determination than shaded surfaces. Other researchers have shown this result, but we emphasize it here because, in spite of this, simple shading is still the most common method used in layered surface visualization. When viewing our simple shaded case, several subjects said they had difficulty telling whether the probe was on the top or bottom surface, or even which surface was on top or bottom. Many also said that the probe appeared to be floating in midair, not 'attached' to any surface. Without fine-grained texture, the combination of stereo, motion and shading were apparently not enough to allow subjects much better than a random guess. To be fair, common layered surface visualizations often use objects with boundaries and/or differing spatial-frequencies, allowing shading to act like a texture. This lessens the confusion and decreases the likelihood that subjects will perceive a feature on one surface that is actually on the other surface. Still, we found compelling evidence for including more use of texture in layered surface visualization. Also, our results support an argument for using layered surfaces in the first place. Often, visualizations that could include layered surface techniques simply display the surfaces such that the top surface occludes nearly all of the lower ones, or at a steep angle arranged vertically so that little actual overlap occurs. Although this certainly conveys the surface ordering and some information on surface shapes, occlusion of lower surfaces hides information that might be useful, and steep angles compress and hide information within each surface. Results from our best texture case have only 20% more error while showing twice the information of the singlesurface case. Certainly, for some applications a decrease in accuracy would be a fair trade-off given the extra information shown. Even visualizations with more than two layers might benefit from showing two of those surfaces simultaneously, letting the others be occluded or made mostly transparent.
Our results also confirm the hypothesis that for the task of estimating surface shape, larger top surface texture patterns or thinner top lines enhance perception of the bottom surface. That is, grids with larger transparent areas make it easier to see the bottom surface without compromising top surface visibility. We were surprised to find how little top surface opacity affected surface shape estimation accuracy over a large range of different opacities. Like the texture spacing, opacity only seemed to affect bottom surface accuracy, with low and middle opacities all working quite well. We feel strongly that the small effect opacity appears to have is due to the initial quality of the visualization, including lighting, viewing angle, texture, stereo and motion. We believe that by setting these parameters carefully, a poor choice of opacity simply has less of an effect. Also, it should be noted that for high top opacities there was a significant drop in accuracy, so for applications where the bottom surface is more important, such as the brain inside the skull, care should be taken in the opacities used. On the other hand, it is intriguing to see that the top surface accuracy can be very high even with very low opacities. A low opacity top surface distracts little from the bottom surface, but apparently conveys a great deal about its shape. However, we would hesitate to recommend using extremely low top opacities for tasks that require picking out features quickly, since in this case shading may be a more important factor than texture, and low opacities reduce shading information.
VOLUME VISUALIZATION EXAMPLE
In our experiments, we analyzed how various texture styles affect visualization of layered surfaces. However, a great deal of visualization deals with volumetric data rendered using volumetric techniques rather than as isosurfaces. Here we develop an example of how textures might be incorporated into segmented volume visualization. Figure 14 shows various renderings of a model we created of a horse's hoof, which consists of an outer hoof wall, and an inner coffin bone. The polygonal models were created in Maya, and rendered using the Renderman Shading Language. The original purpose of the model and visualization was for instruction: to show the shapes and relationship between the hoof wall and coffin bone.
First, in Fig. 14a we show surface rendering of the hoof. The polygon mesh is shaded using Phong shading and transparency. Only forward-facing polygons are rendered. The scene is lit with two spotlights and an ambient light, and colors are chosen to roughly correspond to actual hoof wall and bone tissue. However, to someone unfamiliar with the hoof structure, the visualization is confusing because the opacity does not generally correspond with the actual thickness of the surface.
The volume-shading example in Fig. 14b improves visualization of the isosurfaces by rendering opacity proportional to thickness along the viewing vector. Also, edges were enhanced by varying color from lighter to darker depending on the dot product between the surface normal and the viewing vector. The structure and thickness become much clearer in this example. Finally, Fig. 14c shows an example using grid texturing. Here, opacity is determined by the union between thickness and the grid texture. This tends to make the texture more prominent in thin parts of the volume. We feel that this is the most successful visualization at showing shape clearly. Although our results are for texturing of surfaces under conditions of motion and stereo, we feel that careful texturing according to our results can improve visual clarity even for the case of printed media. However, it should be noted that for these types of surfaces the choice of texture mapping can dramatically effect results. Since the surfaces are not conducive to planar texture projections, they require either hand mapping, or the methods such as those by Gorla et al. [10] for texture mapping of arbitrary surfaces.
FUTURE WORK
Certainly, these experiments only scratch the surface in terms of possible variations in texture patterns on layered surfaces. The choice of a grid, while not arbitrary, could certainly be varied, and our group is working on studies to determine if results about random, line and grid textures on single surfaces also apply to layered surfaces. Also, applying the work we present on texture style to the work on principal-direction textures for layered surfaces might prove quite fruitful. Finally considering our results on low-opacity top surfaces, we feel that investigating techniques for visualizing three or more surfaces might be surprisingly successful. 
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